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in Medicine
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in medicine, afl theories and practices must have

scientific basis and be supported by evidence.

It should not be the case that one school requires

scientific proof and evidence and the other school

is exempt from the need of scientific scrutiny.

MEDICAI ADVERTISEMENTS

l.ianhe Zaobao reported on 1

Augusi 2005, thai China's Minister

for Health had declared his plan to

introduce legislation to ban all medical

advertisements in the country. He

cited thai since April, 0.39% of all

advertisements and 100% of medical

advertisements had breached the law by

making dishonest or misleading claims,

Since then, (or unknown reasons, there

has been no further development of this

issue. I lowever, as reported in Lianhe

Zaobao cm 2 December 2007, Chinas

Deputy Premier W'u Vi condemned the

rampant fallacious advertisements of

drugs. -She said that by using movie stars

tor product endorsements, ihe misleading

advertisements ii.id caused a great deal of

barm to the people; she suggested that

,ill the products concerned should be

removed from the shelves.

Such incidents can also be seen in

Singapore, where advertisements such

as enlarging the breast without surgery,

injections or use of drugs, growing

hair with special concoctions, weight

reduction by some near-magical methods

and such, have Hooded our media from

time to time. Television programmes

meam for advertisements often expound

in a blatantly non-evidence-based way

the virtues and effects of traditional

Chinese medicine. These programmes

are not always dearly demarcated as

commercial advertisements, and viewers

may perceive them as being Featured or

endorsed by the television station. Since

the public usually identifies righily or

Wrongly With our news media, whatever

presented by them carries a great deal of

credibility.

One may think thai .Singaporeans are

generally too well-educated to be affected

by dishonest advertising. Literacy is not

equivalent to education, but education

does not naturally connote the ability

to think rationally, scientifically and

critically. Americans art- believed to have

such reasonable general level of education,

bin large groups of people have been

influenced to believe in something ouc-

rightly absurd or to even commit mass

suicide. Brainwashing [hrOUgh repeated

exposure is a powerful tool to manipulate

the human mind. Once a person is so

indoctrinated, die views and values are

incorporated into his mind-sci and lorm

part ol his ego. A person will defend his

ego vehemently against any change and

uiilavorabk' intrusion.

It is good lor tlie government to

promote "health tourism" and liberalise

health advertisements. However, we must

maintain credibility and make sure we do

not become a medical Wild West,
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